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How To Straighten a Crook~ed Timber 

Abstract 
The dream ol a peaccful world order has ?ccupicd minds of many great thinkers. Recently, 
Jurgen Habermas has offcre~ a new versıon of it This paper will attempt ıo investigate what 
Hab~rm?s has ~een e!aboratmg on the re!evanl features of deliberative democracy since the 
publıcatı.on of hıs Between_Fact~ and Norms. The analysis wHI specifical!y focus on his 
formu!atıo_n of mutual _relatıonshıp between public and prlvate autonomy as tlıo fundamental 
bas~ f~r hıs co~mopohtan scheme. This will be ticd to his new concept: Constitulional 
patrıotısm arguı_ng ~or tlıe n~ce~sıty ofa shlft from national ta a cosrnopohtan constitutional 
order based on ınstıtutıonalısatıon of human rights ona global sc<ıle. 
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1-Iow To Straighten a Crooked Tiınber 

Alması two hundred years ago, at the birth of the modern 
era, Kant formulated one of the earliest anda very systematically 
constructed version ofa peaceful world order. in Perpetııal Peace 
(in Reiss, 1991: 93-130), he proposed a cosmopolitan rule of law 
under which a federal union of different nations would gather 
until it included ali the peoples of the earth and became a world 
republic. Even though he was sceplical enough far the capacity 
of men to realise this dream and he famously confessed that 
"nothing straight can be constructed from such crooked timber 
as that which man is made of" (in Reiss, 1991: 46) he was hoping 
that by the rule of this cosmopolitan legal order natura! rivalries 
and antagonisms would be constra_ined, and in time men would 
move towards greater agreement over the principles of justice. 

Two hundred years later, Habermas revived this Kantian 
dream. He believed that Kant' s idea has managed to survive and 
must be reformulated in the light of the contemporary global 
situation (1998: 165). However, Habermas' criticised two main 
aspects of Kant' s model. Kant' s federation proposed only a 
voluntary association of the states without any legal binding so 
that their sovereignty were not threatened. Kant alsa was not 
concemed too much about how democratic tl1e states' regimes 

were. He accepted that the states could become members of the 

federation as long as they were republics without being 
democratic or egalitarian. Habermas cautioned tl1at Kant' s idea 

was inconsistent since preserving the sovereignty of the states 
within the federation would be in conflict with maintaining 
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peace in the long run. If peace is to be promoted states should be 

under obligation to abide a system of rights based on the 

implementation of human rights on a global scale. He alsa 

emphasised that it is not enough simply to converge different 
republican traditions to achieve a worldwide peace lor it 

requires a similar system of rights in every member state (1998: 
165-170). 

in his reformulation, Haberınas advocates a. model of 

cosmopolitan legal order whicl1 privileges individuals as the 

bearers of rights and does not allow the autonomy of citizens to 

be pre-empted by the sovereignty of states, thus the nation states 

under his scheme are expected to subordinate their sovereignty 

to the common political principles of the cosmopolitan order up 

to a degree that citizens of any nalion state would be able to 

appeal to any coercive legal authority even if it is their own 

government. To ensure the implementation of this order, 

I-Iabermas even goes on to propose the creation of supranational 

political institutions with greater executive and judicial powers. 

In a sense, Habermas' scheme starts where Kant' s stops, that is, 

Habermas, as oppose to Kant, perceives the unquestionable 
sovereignty of nation states as the real burden in the creation of 

a peaceful world order. Thus, his cosmopolitan scheme is 

fundamentally more ambitious and demanding than Kant' s 

proposal, but also equally controversial. it is therefore important 

to see how Haberınas structures and justifies his argument. 
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To my reading, the most crucial step Habermas takes in 

developing this framework is !o establish an internal relation 

between private and public autonomy. This link assumes a 

mutual relationship, which does not allow subordination of one 
!o each _other. While private autonomy provides the essential 

rights to act, public autonomy delivers the power and the space 

to participate into theprocess of deliberation. They aremtıtually 
interdependent because against a purely liberal-individualist 

conception of equal rights, Habermas argues that jndividtıal 
liberties can not become real without the power of being able to 
deliberate in the process of political will formation. This is what 

Habermas calls the co-originality of the rule of law and popular 

sovereignty, namely the internal connection between individual 
rights and democratic politics. However, 1 should note that 

within the trajectory of his theory Habermas has increasingly 

paid more attention to private autonomy. Indeed, for the 
establishment of his cosmopolitan order, based on individual 

rights, private autonomy has almost become a precondilion. 

The application of individual rights at the level of constitutional 

states is the first and the most important step Habermas 

demands for being able to implemen! justice beyond the 
boundaries of nation states. 

Within !his framework, the establishment of the co

originality of the rule of law and popular sovereignty follows 
three major steps: The first is a vibrant political public sphere in 

which citizens as equal and free agents coınmunicate to reach a 
common agreement on public issues. The second is a legal order 

which formally secures a democratic structı.ıre for the political 

public sphere and ensures that the process of deliberation have 

a forma! impact on -the final decision making bodies, and the 
last one is the constitutional state as a centralised power with 

the capacity to enforce collectively binding decisions. 

in Betweeıı Facts aııd Norıııs, Habermas gives a detailed 
accoun! of how he envisages the functioning of political public 

sphere in modern societies. it is imporfant to note that in his 
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account he_ also rectifies some shortcomings of his early analysis 

appeared 111 Tlıe Stıııchıral Traıısformatioıı of tlıe Pııblic Splıere. 
Haberınas later conceded that his earl 1 . ki , y ana ysıs was spea ng 
ınore of one sıngle public withoııt acknowledging the internal 
dıffe~ences, therefore consequently leading to an unjustified 

ıdealıs~tion. He concluded that a more detailed oriented focus 
reflectıng a greater internal differentiation should be 
accommodated into his study (in Calhoun, 1992)_ 

. Habermas takes these steps in Betwceıı Faets aııd Norms. 
Fırstly, he acknowledges that the complexity of modern 

socıeties and theır systemic divisions resulted in the formation 
of a decentered public s h · l . . P ere 111 w nch the self-understanding 
of dıfferent groups relies ona different set of value systems. The 
decentred characteristic of the modern bl' h 1 . pu ıc sp ere 1as ma1or 
consequences for a theory of democracy in that reaching 
agreement between those different va]ue systems and 
consequently the social coordinati'on of th. ' 
. . en1, becomes 
ıncreasıngly prob]ematic. 

Along with his new emphasis on the decentred nature of 
the public sphere, Habermas suggests a two-track model of 

publıc sphere in which he identifies a division of labour 
between weak and stron bl' W ak . . g pu ıcs. e, publics refer to the 
mformal cırdes of politica] communication functioning at the 
level of civil society sudı as b]' . . , . . ~ pu ıc agencıes, prıvate 

organısations, bus~ness associations, labour unions, interest 

group~, mass medıa and so on. Strong public is the formally 
organısed bodıes of_ political institutions, inclııding the 
parlıament and admınıstrative system 1-I b I 
l 

, a erınas a so suggests 
t ıat strong and weak publics ftın t' l . . c ıon a ong a centre-perıphery 
axıs. Centre, with Hs virtue of forma! decision-making power, 

plays _a key role ın synthesising public opinion and putting 
them ınto a binding context H ıh . . · owever, e perıphery, or weak 
publıcs, assumes a more central role for 'd ı·f . d . ı en ı yıng an 
ınterpreting social problems. With its informal, highly 

dıfferentiated and cross-linked chaımels !he networks of weak 
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publics act like a warning system to alert civil society to the 

likely breaches of legal rights. So, in this sense the publıc _sph_ere 

"can best be described as a network lor communıcatıng 
inlormation and points of view (i.e., opinions expressing 
affirmative or negative attitudes). Like the life-world asa whole, 

so, too, the public sphere is reproduced through communicative 

action" (1996: 360). 

Habermas' division of work between weak and strong 

publics is an important attempt to overcome the difficulties his 
early analysis faced. With this division, apart from 

acknowledging a pluralistic public sphere as a network of 
public spheres functioning at different levels in civil society, 

Habermas also makes room lor the legitimate applications of 

strategic action in the lorms of bargaining and compromise. He 
suggests that in real life situations, where it is often difficult to 

apply the ideal procedures, bargaining can be brought ınto 
action if it is regulated by the discourse principle from the 

standpoint of fairness, that is, ifan equal opportunity is created 
"to influence one another during the actual bargaining, so that 

ali the affected interests can come into play and have equal 

chances of prevailing" (1996: 167), then a negotiated agreement 
can be consiclered as fair. He conclucles, "fair bargaining, then, · 

does not clestroy the cliscourse principle but rather indirectly 

presupposes it" (1996: 167), 

What is crucial here lor Habermas is that once a 

coınmunicatively functioning public sphere is established then 
· the lormally organised political system would be increasingly 

open to the influences stemming from the cleliberation process 

within weak publics. This is important lor Habermas not only to 
establish communicative freeclom as a fundamental right but 

also to emphasise its motivating lorce in generating power to 
reinlorce change. it is the motivating lorce of communicative 

action that plays a central role when he explains how a 

decentrecl public sphere can function as a binding lorce and can 

expand the horizons of a community. He believes that 
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mobilising citizens' communicative freedom builds up into a 

potential that holders of administrative power cannot ignore. 
Thus, a healthy public sphere is the one that translorms the 

communicative poWer of citizens into administrative power. 

And this exactly where law plays its essential partin deliberative 
politics. 

Habermas is cautious about the capacity of comınuniccltive 
action alone in dealing with conflict resolution. Under the 
coınplex conditions of modern societies, he maintains 
" f d , un ettere comn1unicative action can neither unload nor 
seriously bear the burden of social integration falling to it" (1996: 

37). Then, the power of communicative action needs to be 
backed tıp by the institutional power of law in order to 

gtıarantee that the power created by the communicative action of 

citizens is translormed to the forma! administrative bodies of the 
political spectrum. Tluıs, through law, Habermas seeks to 
establish a stable social environment in which members of 

different traditions can perform their participatory role in 

dernocratic decision-making process. However, Habermas aı'so 
offers a differe~t conceptual arrangement for law. Following the 
prıncıples of dıscourse ethics he proposes a procedural model of 

law in which the addressee of a legal order is neither an 
individual protected by the liberal law, -nor the clients of a 

welfare state protected by the paternalistic measures of welfare 

state b~reaucracies, but a public of citizens actively participating 

ın political decision making processes and articulating their 

needs and wants, and more importantly formulating the criteria 
according to which equals are treated equally and unequals are 

unequally. Habermas simply wants citizens to be author of their 
legal system. 

. lndividual liberties must be discussed in the political sphere 
ın order to reach a consensus about their appropriateness. 
Therefore he argues that private persons should not only be 
equal under the law, they should also be able to understand 

themselves as the authors of the laws. Hi_s conclusion is that: 
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a legal order is legitinıate wlıen it safegııards tlıc aııtonomy of ali 
citizens to an eqııal degree. T/ıe citizens.are aııtoııomoııs, oııly if 
tlıc addresses of tlıe law can alsa see tlıenıselves as its aııtlıors. 
Aııd its aııtlıors are free only as participants in legislative 
processcs tlıat are regıılatcd in a way tlıat dcscrve general and 
rationally nıotivated agrecmeııt (in Gııtmaıın, 1994: 122). 

Thus, in this sense law owes its validity to the approval of 
its subjects. His main principle of discourse ethics, that is, "just 
those action norms are valid to which all possibly affected 
persons could agree as participants in rational discourses 11 

(1996: 107) becomes the main criteria to test the legitimacy of 
law. And in retum, law guarantees that the norms, regulating 
the democratic deliberation of citizens, are formally 

acknowledged by the political system. 

However, to be able to socially effective at this level law 
needs to have a centralised power with the capacity to enforce 
collectively binding decisions, which brings us to ıhe notion of 
constitutional state. Within this framework the constitutional 

state takes up the role to be the institutional guarantor of the 
dissemination of con1municative power derived from citizens' 

deliberation. What makes this defin iti on of the constitutional 
state different from its liberal or republican models is where 

Habermas assigns the task of sovereignty. Again in line with his 
theory of communicative action and discourse theory of 
democracy ıhe sovereignty here appears in the subjectless forms 
of communication rather than in the form of a concrete subject 
such as the people as in the republican tradition, or some 
anonymous agencies rep,esenting the constitutional rights but 
detached from the subje"cts of ıhese rights as in the case of liberal 

tradition. in Habermas words: 

We can tlıen interprct tlıe idea of constitııtional state in general 
as tlıe reqııiıwıent tlıat tlıe administrative system, wlıiclı is 
steered tlırouglı t/ıe power code, be tied to the lawnıaking 
conımunicative power aııd kepi free of illegitimate iııtervcntioııs 
of social poıver (i.e., of tlıe actual streııgtlı of privileged iııterests • 
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to asserts 1/ıeıııselves). Admiııistrative . 
. reprodııce itself oıı its ow t b poweı slıoıı ld not 

11 erıııs ııt slıoııld oııly b · 
regeııerate froııı tlıe coı . e peımıttcd ıo 
150). ıversıoıı of coııııııııııicatioıı poıver (1996: 

ünce the administration is linked 
democratic will-opi . f . to the process of 

nıon ormation its k 
accountable shape in th . power ta es a more 

e servıce of citiz I 
constitutional state demands fr . . . ens. n return the 
norms ıhat it promotes H b om ıts cıtizens a loyalty to the 
patriotism advocating d a :rmas calls this bond constitutiona] 
which different cu]tu el voıhon to a shared political culture in 

ra ' e nıc and reli . f 
coexist and interact o l gıous orms of life 
politica] culture does n tequfa terms (1998: 118). This shared 

no re er to a sh d l 
that citizens are part f ıh are et 1os or to the idea 

o e same language ltu 
origins, rather it ensure ıh t ' cu re or ethnic 

s a an awareness of d. l f 
and acknow]edgment f ıh . . . ıverse i e styles 
shared political cultı o Tehır mtegrıty is embedded within the 

' ıre. us a shared 
culture acts like a co d ' . ' common politica] 

mmon enommator aro d l . h 
gather patriotically It . . ' un W uc citizens 

· resısts to ıhe mteg ti f b 
enti ties into mainstre l ra on o su cultural 

anı cu ture. 

However, the most strikin featı . 
politica] culture appears to b g h ıre of thıs common 

e a searc for the t bl' h 
a base broader than n f . es a ıs ment of 
f 

a ıon-state Habermas d f' th 
o constitutional state . . . e mes e project 

' ıs an ongoıng l f" h d 
does not h fi ' ın ırns e project which 

ave a xed essence. lt can broad . 
particularly within th f en, ıts base easily 
. e ramework of rap· dl . d l 
ıntimate relations between differ . ' ı y eve oping 
to ground democrac also at ent natıon-states, thus enabling 
Hab ' h y supranational levels. At this st 

' ermas t eory reaches its most amb' . age 
a cosmopolitan order k' ıtious level. He proposes 
intemational legal o d tsee mg the establishment of an 

r er O guarantee the ] lty f · d' . 
nation states to the b . . h oya o m ıvıdua] 

asıc rıg ts of c't' F . 
supports supranational institution ı .':ns. or thıs reason he 
judicial powers The . . f h s wı greater execu tive and 

· aım o t ese instituti · 
international order to force individua] ons ıs to constitute an 

governments to respect 
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the basic rights of their citizens, if necessary through the threat 
or the implementation of sanctions. A cosmopolitan law in this 
sense, privileges individuals as the bearers of rights and gives 
them "unmediated membership in the association of free and 
equal world citizens" (1998: 181). The establishment of 
cosmopolitan law should not allow the autonomy of citizens to 

be pre-empted even by the sovereignty of their states. The 
principles of constitutional patriotism remains same here with 
the exception that it operates now at a supranational !eve! 
where individual states subordinates their inherited regional 
royalties to the common political principles of the new 
cosmopolitan. order. In other words, the form of social 
integration created by constitutional patriotism first at national 
level transcendences itself over the borders of nation state, but 

stili remain !oya! to the main principles ofa constitutional order. 
Surely there are a !ot of issues at stake here in regard to the 
sovereignty of states, but for Habermas without this obligation 

the creation of a peaceful world order is a very remote 
possibility. 

So, how realisable is Habermas' dream in the context of 

real life situations where sharp value conflicts divide members 
of different groups? Habermas' general answer to this question 
lies in the fact that any forma! pr~cess of legitimation requires 
the expansion of common horizon against the horizon of 
individual perspectives and worldviews. This means that under 
the conditions of pluralist complex modern societies the • 
different parties should refer to a shared understanding of 
justice, or moral issues, and in order to do that they are required 

to decenter their different perspectives. The difficulty here 
sterns from the fact that practicality is always a distant issue for 
a normative theory which can never be totally reflected in the 
empirical world. Habermas explicitly says that his theory does · 
not provide answers to substantive questions. He refııses to 
offer an a priori answer ta real life problems. His contribution 

remains at the level of the rules of procedure providing the 
framework for a legitimate decision making process. Finding 
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answers to substantive issues is left to participants within this 
framework. However, in relation to the operational fıınctioning 
of the deliberation process there are stil! some problems that are 
not clearly answered by Habermas. For instance, it is not clear 
what specific proposals would follow from his model in regard 
to the rules of interaction between weak and strong publics. 
This question demands serious consideration about how to 
mediate communicative and administrative powers. Another 
problem surfaces at the !eve! of comınunicative action, that is, 
how much can we realistically expect al! participants to reach 
agreement even if they agree to listen to each other. Is consensus 
possible at al!? If we accept the fact that the process of 
deliberation can not completely be immune from the symptoms 
of social inequa1ities endemic to contemporary societies. 

Then how can these inequalities be neutralised? Surely, the 
asymmetrical power relations among participants plays a very 
critical role in decision making process. Habermas himself 
acknowledges that nation states are becoming increasingly 
helpless to overcome the problems created by the current global 
economic regime under which not only individual states loose 
control ever their own economies, but alsa their resources to 

deal with the risks of globalisation such as ecological problems, 
economic inequalities, international erime and arın trade are 

already running scarce (1998). All this will ultimately form 
underclasses in even developed countries and the atternpt to 
contain the anomic effects of underclass groups would result in 
recourse ta repressive politics and the decay and finally the 
collapse of political legitimacy. Habermas' sale answer ta 
modify these inequities and minirnise outside effects relies on 
the rules of the deliberation process and the power that 
con1municative action creates. This seems quite a fragile ground 

to build a democratic process since both solutions demands a 
high level of reliance on individual's rational thinking capacity. 
I accept that once the power of communicative action is 
institutionalised, that is, the foundation of a dernocratic 

deliberation process is established, then it is easier to protect 
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this existing structure, however the rea] question appears to be 
how to establish it in the first instance. Thus, a more thorough 
investigation of the current structural deficiencies of politica] 
public spheres is essential in order to make Habermas' 
normative theory a viable alternative. 
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Imagining Interactive Documentary 
_ the Halfeti Project 

Abstract d' , we know it 
What potential does interactive multimedia have as a d~cumentaıy me ıum. 

erve as a convenient means of llnking together a dıverse set of document~~ 
~;t:rials, but are there interactive paradigms ~vailabh~ ta enab!e a more sr~hıstıc:-t:~ 
wark of interpretation? Thls paper considers thıs questıon both at .a g:nera !eore ıc 
leve1 and in terms of the issues raised by a recent Turkish/Australıan ınteractıve 
documentary project. 
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